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Ijps 6th graduation
ceremony
For more than _____ years of
providing quality education, International
Jubilee
Private
School is continuously soaring to
a greater height. As the school
celebrated this year’s Graduation Exercises and Recognition
Program, the school is determined in producing competitive
and quality graduates.
International Jubilee Private
School ended the school year
2017-2018, through the 6th
Graduation 2018, with the
theme “ Raising Student’s Creativity and Enabling Learners to

Face Real Life Challenges”.
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IJPS Places 3rd in W.R.O
2018.
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The Holy Month of Ramadan



Gallery of Student Achievers

graduates. To entertain the graduates and parents, an astonishing
At International Jubilee Private Arabic dance was performed by
School ,we believe that a gradu- Grade 6 girls.
ation ceremony provides another
opportunity for the organization After all the presentations, the
to connect with its students and graduates finally received their
to offer another chance for diplomas and other awards that
learning. In her address to the they have earned in the past years
graduates, she emphasized that of their education.
the young graduates reached the In addition, One of the commendremarkable momentous in their able in the graduate, Razan
life with countless decency and Amer, led the Pledge of loyalty of
truthfulness.
the graduates followed by the
singing the graduation song entiAs the program went on, two tled “ This is Me”.
from the graduates Rowa Radwan and Orsan Ahmed, deliv- After all the hardship, the graduered their messages to their co- ates finally left their Alma mater
graduates that they can use as with all the knowledge that they
they go through another chal- have earned through the help of
lenge towards their dreams. their teachers they will now face
Grade two students performed the new challenge that awaits
their amazing dance headed by them.
their classroom teacher Ms. Esperanza Galvan.To go back from
their great achievements and
conspicuous memories, movie
maker was played by the young
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Ijps robotics team….the
awakened giants!

The awakened Giants! With the team of
coaches, Ms. Monica (Robotics Head
Coach and Coordinator), Ms. Sarya (ICT
Teacher) and Ms. Sadaf (IT Coordinator) ...organized three vibrant and competitive teams from grades 4 to 6 who
competed in the WRO UAE FINALS
2018.
One of the teams (Heider 6A, Abdelrahman Shadi 6A and Timoty 4A)
won the 3rd place among the 38 tems all
over UAE and has the chance to represent UAE in the WRO 2018 Finals in
Thailand in November.

2011 was the year when IJPS was known
all over UAE for winning the First place in
the World Robot Olympiad UAE Finals
and became one of the UAE teams in the
WRO 2011 Finals and WRO Arabia 2011.
It was just the beginning...it continued
and we even brought IJPS' name to WRO
Arabia 2012 in Qatar, which we won the
first place among the GCC countries,
WRO 2012 Finals in Malaysia and WRO
2013 Finals in Indonesia.
After that, the school concentrated in Academics which was paid-off by gaining a
rating of Band A in the recent ADEK Inspection. Upgrading the Robots to the latest versions, IJPS again made its way to
form skillful and talented kids to be
trained in Robotics competition.
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Spelling Bee
Emirates Level

down for editing the program, got 40 because
we had a problem in sensing the green color.

“Done By : Heider– Grade 6A

One day in school, my coaches Ms. Monica
and Ms. Sarya chose 9 students from different classes to represent our school ( International Jubilee Private School) in WR02018.
We had a training each day in school, we
learned how to build the robot, and do the
program.

I tried to fix the issue but there was no time,
then they took more than one hour to decide
the winner, we didn't have think of wining we
just wanted to do our best, and this is what I
learned from my coaches, so it was time that

The competition was on May,11,2018, so we
trained for 3 weeks straight, then we went to
the competition location at Mubadala arena,
at the beginning the host announced the rules
and then they took all the robots to inspect
them and see if the idea is stolen from the internet then they started the countdown of
building and testing the program our robot
got 150 in the test out of 170, that was really a
good mark or point, so after the countdown
finished, we started the first round, I was really worried, but we got 65 and the other
teams got 40,50,30, and some got 0, then the
second round started after another count-
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INDELIBLE MOMENT in Model
United Nations (MUN)
In-depth research was reprimanded for
the students to dig and be prudent in
choosing their needed online resources.
They have to know their country’s profile,
dilemma and country’s policy as well.
They were trained about the MUN basic
flow which includes public speaking, debating, negotiating and writing a resolution. A resolution contains all the proposed solutions to a topic. It is very important because the ultimate goal of the
“Every experience is an opportunity to
learn and grow.” The final term leads to a
newly wrapped PROJECT-BASED
LEARNING experience for both the students and the teachers as well. Project
Based Learning (PBL) prepares students
for academic, personal, and career success, and readies young people to rise to
the challenges of their lives and the world
they will inherit.
After a thorough planning and researching, the teachers decided to have its first
MUN (Model United Nation). Model
United Nations, also known as Model UN
or MUN, is an extra-curricular activity in
which students typically roleplay delegates to the United Nations and simulate
UN committees. It incorporates innovative and multiple skills amalgamation.
MUN is a combination of different skills
such as research, public speaking, negotiations and writing skills.
As grade 6 students, MUN is abridged.
Students were given the introduction that
includes the MUN terminologies with
points and motions. Students were
grouped and
4 countries were assigned.

committee sessions is for delegates to
come up with written solutions to the
problems they are trying to solve.
Furthermore, both the teachers and the
students had fun though imperfections
were there. At the end, felicitations were
hailed.
“The purpose of life is to live it, to taste
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IJPS JOINS ARABIC READING
CHALLENGE
By: Issam Abbasi– Grade 7A

Ramadan, One of the months on the Islamic
Calendar, a Holy month of doing deeds to
God, praying, fasting, and much more, but
there is an experience than any other, School
in Ramadan, Now there are 2 perspectives to
present light to this topic, One Negative, One
Positive.

Generally Speaking, School in Ramadan isn’t
the suffering most Students would like to present it as, It really is just normal School days
with normal tasks, Just with a smaller time
window to have sessions and do everything
you want, That time constraint can sometimes
deteriorate Student morale, but honestly, It
isn’t too bad.

Another thing, a benefit Ramadan provides to
Students is the fact that we get to stay in one
Class! This is such a huge thing for us Students, I mean I understand the School Administration wants to provide Human Motor
Movement, But I think We already move
enough, Do we really need this movement?

No, I think the Ramadan One Class system is a
great system.

And the last thing… I mean it might be a Grade
7A thing, but honestly, The Silence, The teeny
tiny amount of Students in the class! Oh Is It
good! No People fighting over Who’ll answer,
It is just a clean environment, A clean room,
Silence that nothing can match, I mean this is
mostly a consequence of Students thinking
“NO MORE EXAMS = END OF SCHOOL”.
Negativity, Something that divides us as a Society, It Is not good, but there are some negative experiences you can have in Ramadan as a
Student, For example, The fact that WE are
coming to School! Come On! We have to wake
up before Sunrise to have Suhoor, then We
have to get the sleep we can get, and then wake
up 4 hours later for school, That applies to
every Student, but the worst part that really
only is for the Students who walk to school,
Which is a tiny minority, Which I am of, I have
to walk to School in the Sun, then return home
at the PEAK of the Sun.
So now what? Nothing really, I mean that is
really most of the points that you need to think
of If you want to be a responsible Student and
come and do your studies while being lonely,
OR You 5can be lazy and sit all day on your
chair playing Fortnite or whatever games kids
like to play these days, I recommend Mario
Odyssey!
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